Claudia currently works two jobs and is in the process of moving to a new town, barely having time to open her mail. Instead of manually finding her high school diploma and continuing education certificate which is now years old, imagine she could — with the click of a button — share her relevant credentials with a prospective employer. This is something that blockchain-based credentials can make possible.

As the American Workforce Policy Advisory Board’s White Paper on Interoperable Learning Records [1] states, “American workers, who are engaged in lifelong learning, deserve to have a way to translate their full education, training, and work experience to a record of transferable skills that will open the doors to higher wage occupations and careers.”

**Diplomas and more: the challenge of credentialing**

From making sure that the people building public bridges and buildings are licensed, to ensuring that doctors and lawyers are qualified, the use of education and workforce records is integral to a dynamic labor ecosystem. Presently, California has regulatory regimes that require licensing of a number of professions. Engineers, Land Surveyors, and Geologists/Geophysicists must get licenses from the Board for Professional Engineers, Land Surveyors, and Geologists. Doctors must be licensed by the Medical Board of California, and nurses licensed by the Board of Registered Nursing. Attorneys must be licensed by the State Bar of California. In addition to licensing, all of these professions require verification of continuing education hours and training. There are rules on transferring licensure when someone moves to California with credentials from out of state, or when a California resident moves elsewhere.

And this is just the tip of the iceberg. The above licensing systems are operated by boards, as are many trade licensing systems, like those for plumbers and contractors. But there is also a wide range of professional licensing systems as well. All told, the Department of Consumer Affairs alone operates more than 150 types of licenses [2]. People who hold these licenses often have to prove that their licensure is up-to-date and that they have completed requirements such as continuing education. Employers will include this as part of a background check, and will conduct verifications as needed to make sure licenses remain current.

Beyond the licensed professions or trades, 95% of employers [3] conduct background checks on applicants that include verifying educational credentials when applying for a job. Degrees are verified, transcripts are ordered, and so on. The same is true of prior
employment, which is often verified: both the fact that the individual held the job, as well as whether they left the position in good standing. And once employed, people often want to share aspects of their working credentials with others. For example, they may want to share salary information with a bank to obtain a mortgage. Or be able to prove their job role and title for membership in a professional organization.

At present, the verification of all of these credentials is often a time-consuming, paper-based process. An attorney, for example, must order a certificate of good standing from the bar to show his or her employer. While state bars, including the State Bar of California, have websites listing attorney status, these often aren’t sufficient. They certainly aren’t for the state bar itself, which requires out-of-state attorneys acting as registered in-house counsel to produce a paper certificate of good standing from an out-of-state bar annually.

Similarly, many employers require paper evidence of credentials from professionals such as doctors, nurses, and so on. And while the process of generating employment verification letters and salary verification letters has increasingly become computerized, oftentimes a paper letter is still generated and sent.

The reason for all this paper is concern about fraud and misrepresentation. Without adequate security and verification, electronic credentials are seen as too easily forged and thus unreliable. The result is a time-consuming system that adds friction in the hiring process, slows down bank loans and the like, and is so complex that businesses turn to intermediaries like background check companies to compile the information for them.

In addition to these challenges, it isn’t clear that current credentialing systems accurately reflect the skills workers have. A liberal arts degree from a four-year institution, for example, is often considered a proxy for an individual’s ability to reason and complete work. But that same individual may gain skills on the job that have nothing to do with the content of his or her degree. More importantly, many individuals who don’t complete four-year degrees have highly-valued skills and experiences gained through jobs or other means, but lack the ability to demonstrate these to employers in today’s paper-based world.

**Empowering the workforce, at scale**

Blockchain-based credentialing systems can help remove this friction by solving the challenges that keep credentials from being shared online in a secure way, verified for proof, and under the individual’s control. With blockchain, a party with which a
credential is shared can verify both that it was issued by the purported issue, by verifying the issuer’s signature via a public key stored in a blockchain decentralized identifier (DID). Likewise, the party can determine that the individual sharing the credential is the authorized recipient, again by verifying his or her signature via a public key stored in a DID. Finally, the blockchain can keep a record of revoked credentials, allowing the party relying on the credential to determine whether it is still valid.

Blockchain technology has been used by MIT for certificate dissemination since 2015 and for diplomas since 2017 [4]. Additional efforts from Foothill-DeAnza College, Arizona State, and other institutions have explored using blockchain and information about digital education records to help improve degree completion and student services [5]. In 2019, Dallas County Community College District announced a partnership with a blockchain technology company to provide students with lifelong access to their entire academic and continuing education records, with 100 educational institutions accepting the student-submitted records [6]. To empower all Californians with such a level of efficiency and bolster the workforce ecosystem, care must be taken to “stress test” the robustness of any new systems.

RECOMMENDATION 1: With an estimated active workforce of over 19 million [7] that connects to a diversity of institutions locally and globally, the State of California should emphasize interoperability, security, and scalability when piloting the use of blockchain for education and workforce records.

A user-centered, iterative design process with stakeholder input could help the State to explore, test, and deliver technology and governance guidelines that support realistic use cases. The process should include representatives from a wide range of public and private educational institutions, informal learning communities, technology developers, policy makers, and the general public.

More broadly, a blockchain-based credentials system could empower a broader set of credentials. Employers could verify skills of their employees, training programs could more easily document and prove the skills of their graduates, and so on. With the pace of change in the labor market ever-increasing, workers seeking to retain or gain new skills are unlikely to take traditional paths of going back to school. A broader-based credentials ecosystem, powered by blockchain, could enable more skills-based hiring and aid workers in navigating a changing labor market.
This dovetails with the ongoing work being done by California’s Future of Work Commission [8], which among other things is addressing both “The impact of technology on work, workers, employers, jobs and society” and “the best way to … ready the workforce for jobs of the future through lifelong learning.”

RECOMMENDATION 2:
The Future of Work Commission should adopt recommendations on skills-based hiring and credentials, ensuring workers have the means to control and electronically share credentials in a secure and verifiable manner.

Sparking innovation and collaboration

Although education and workforce development applications may have specific requirements and needs, the successes and “lessons learned” from any blockchain-based technologies, particularly those used for other public sector applications, should be reviewed to better inform new projects.

RECOMMENDATION 3:
The State of California should enable and facilitate a results-focused forum for technology demonstrations that advance public sector applications more broadly, leveraging opportunities to re-use, re-purpose, and build upon existing efforts.

Actions could include:

- publishing a framework of key questions, considerations, and paths forward for groups interacting with the California public school system and public service, encouraging creative “cross-pollination” from other sectors and application areas, with a focus on how enabling proof of skills can open up opportunities for students and others.
- illustrating the various phases of technology adoption, and encouraging discussion of risks, benefits, and ‘readiness levels’ needed along the way, providing clarity for technology developers, policy writers, and solution adopters.
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